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Emanzipation Humanum

Emanzipation ad Humanum
Guiding Ideas by Wolfgang Fischer
By protecting the covetous Issues of the Mightiest the
UN Security Council jointly with the Instruments of National Security undermines Global Peace. Solidarity of
all, a global and joint orientation on the properties of
genuine humanity only will give Peace and Well-Being.

make people slaves of their own mind. It does not need slave-drivers
any more as Kurt Tucholsky already said. That is why those in
power believe in their clean records while fiercely and violently propagating dogmatic tradition, entailing trails of blood. No matter how
destructive their effects - they seem and pretend to be innocent while
they convict „fate and others“.

A - Liberation Towards Humaneness

People who do not believe in what is told are looking for alternatives, for ways out of the killing scenario of global politics. As positive thinking alone will not help, alternatives are to be brought to the
table, they have to be discussed, understood and conceived in detail.
After consent finding they have to be implemented. Therefore we
need a political consciousness which beyond any presumptuousness,
beyond illusionary superiority and beyond elitist exclusivity serves a
Common Identity of Life.

Aiming towards Life in Peace and Creative Conviviality this threelingual initiative since 1999 pursues a double-fold strategy to get
across to ever more people that realisation of this goal is the completely natural purpose in life.
- The foremost strategy is to empower fellow human beings to
trust their autonomous personal perception and to live accordingly. For this reason a selection of papers addresses universal contexts which disclose various interests and traditions which often
intentionally present and communicate such contexts absolutely
controversial leaving them beyond awareness wrapped in mystery. This way the natural learning process as well as Emancipation Towards Humanity and full responsibility get inhibited.
When dealing with mental as well as emotional frames the challenge for all of us is huge as we need to transcend the existing limitations of awareness and accept new findings. Positive flexibility is hot! Aiming further and deeper towards the common
ground of life we re-define conventional concepts, we liberate
deadlocked positions and mobilise our forces on the foundations
of authentic perception and understanding.
- The second strategy is to set free the synergy of human potential through enlightening dialogue in email exchange of ideas, in
internet discussions and in personal meetings. This way further
options are provided. A creative quality of awareness within a
growing number of people is to be achieved to get the necessary
organisational transformations done. This can re-design global
governance for the benefit of world-wide fulfilment of local vital
necessities.
It is normal people like us who have to stop corporate governance and national security doctrines from jeopardising existence
of Life. Any new idea or feeling which aim towards a more comprehensive state of being (existence) needs to be accepted and
adopted by any organism. Continued existence is dependent on
transformation and flexibility. In Nature the transition from competition towards cooperation, for example, proves the transcendence of short-range defence mechanisms for the sake of wider
collaboration. Finally, this indeed is a conservative strategy, a tolerant defence mechanism which simultaneously is open for the
new and which at the same time is immune against any man
made ideology or dogma.
The task today is to create conditions by which nobody exploits the
other least of all systematically because life is automatically determined by itself. Moreover, due to the dissonant mental superstructure or misleading emotional frame of reference most of the people
are being kept alienated from themselves and their genuine needs to
such an extent that they perceive their being exploited as given by
„God“ or by „natural“ fate. Politics and economy pseudo-religiously
seem to have the power of life and death.
When life is determined by these systems emancipation from such
parochial conditions is unthinkable and not at all desired by its beneficiaries. Repeatedly it is said: „There is no alternative!“ ... Those
who believe it remain to be slaves.... IThe patriarchal and capitalistic
systems are the problem. The organs of their belief systems that consist of their clerical & political elites parasitically take advantage by
means of their doctrines again and again, moreover they manage to
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This common identity is the socio-biological driving force of a humane behaviour which will overcome the loneliness of individualism, the destructive consequences of mental disorientation, and
which will lead to sustainable ways of organisation of global society
embedded in a Culture of Peace entailing Common Prosperity.
Such an integrating evolutionary perspective is coherent with the experience of many traditions and authors.
- Indigenous peoples soon after first contact with so called civilisation realised that the white man is consuming his future
- Already Aristotle discerned economy, the good way to organise
society and crematistics, the way to gain profit. The latter today
by globalisation exclusively is being regarded to represent economy, what a fateful error!
- In her books and papers the political scientist Claudia von Werlhof reveals patriarchal-monotheistic-capitalistic societies as war
systems which place partial concerns beyond the common needs
of life. Disregard and ignorance concerning satisfaction of primary and genuine needs consequently entail the emmergence of secondary forces which lead to bondage within the most multifarious dependencies of greed and addiction.
- The neurologist Sergej Petrovich Semenov, the philologist Satheesan Kochicheril and others focus on the general pre-eminence
of commodities or mental products which this civilisation regards
as superior, more valuable than genuine life, though they destroy
life. Public good, the global commons, is being exploited ruthlessly by a few.
- Several authors like Bernd Senf, Helmut Creutz, Bernhard Lietaer or Michael Ende clarify madness and systematic injustice of a
money-system which pretends to multiply money by itself while
in reality there is a reallocation driven by interest. Those who already hold a lot acrue exponentially growing sums of compounded interest from those who merciless remain without chances.
Money is supposed to be common property which develops harmful effects to public good only when being mandatorily controlled
by private banks. As long as people let that happen they pay for it.
Moreover they fatally are responsible for respective effects.
- UN Special Correspondent Jean Ziegler in his books and speeches exposes the murderous character of politics driven by global
corporations. Each day 100.000 people starve to death. Jean Ziegler: "Today any starving child is murdered."
- In their books and papers the neurologists Iwan Petrovich Pawlow and Franz Andreas Völgyesi describe the genetic-neuronalmental self-regulation of organisms up to the human being. In detail they refer to the mutilating potentials which being produced
by suggestive information of patronising institutions and organisa1
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tions interfere with the life of the individual thus having effect on
the quality of life of entire societies. Their analysis and experience simultaneously reveal approaches towards solutions in order
to avoid dysfunction or disorganisation and to make use of inherent life-supporting possibilities of the organism for the sake of a
general well-being.
- In addition to the well known James DeMeo's Saharasia-thesis
which describes geological transformations and their respective
consequences for social existence the psychoanalyst Arno Gruen
in his books and lectures gives us a decisively important key to
understand the development of systemic violence against all and
everything. According to Gruen's experience the growth of destructive potentiality, of hopelessness and lack of security which
culminate in the erroneous promises of a permanent „war against
terror“ refers to a general loss of reality and orientation of society.
- Above all, the growing precariousness and fear is discussed by
the primal-therapist and philosopher Rainer Taëni. Both mental
states determine human behaviour. They seem to be natural although in reality they are mere consequences of conduct within
parasitic societies. Here illusions fuel an emotional drive which is
exploited by the elites of economy, politics and churches while
accepting even more destructive consequences. These relations
are being unfolded in his book „The Taboo of Fear and Liberation“.
The more extensively society or culture by education and conditioning encroaches childhood evolution of their descendants to impose
their prefabricated orders and orientation upon their children without
alternative the more widespread will be this loss of reality to the
members. All issues existing beyond a given ideology or religion
tend to remain excluded and to be separated. Life however is dependent on fair balance and integrity. Abundance of life has its source in
a generative order. This underlying order and orientation is of cosmic - not of human origin. Man-made laws are the source of self-destruction of the human race and its environment when they exclude
and prevent individual autonomy, development of personal as well
as social responsibility and self-realisation.
The discovery of abundance of life for any child is violently impeded if social tradition limits the naturally „possible and given“ to
what is respectively „desired, imagined, normal“. If the
parents/society in an effort to maintain the status quo repress the authentic experience and coherence of the adolescent by menace or
violence the growing children are forced to replace their innate reality and possibility for the benefit of the system's arbitrary presets.
This denegation of authenticity is utmost painful and it violates neuronal facilitations within the developing brain. Respective scars interfere with the ripening of empathetic humanity and even make it
impossible. This psychic mutilation of each new generation has been
responsible for the continuity of hatred and violence in the society.
Unmistakable safety of the seminal feelings of joy and pain in terms
of increasing pleasures and avoiding distress is being lost.
Life at the higher rung of development is dependent on love. Newborns rely on natural continuity; safety provids dependability and
warming love in order to maintain a life-long openness to be curiously and empathetically geared to the challenges of Life. As long
as vital prerequisites are not acknowledged, maintained and handed
onward by culture, other issues that are superficial to life get more
importance leading to the flat denial of natural reality to the members of that society. Simultaneously illusion is being raised which
ostensibly seems to support existing systems though in reality it
threatens all of us by nurturing violence and brutalisation that lead
directly into barbarity. Politics within such systems is a politics of illusion although claiming to be „realpolitik“. Illusions are fatal effects of ideology as, whatever the idealism, any ideology is based
upon totalitarian, fascist, transfigured ideas of ‚pure blood‘, ‚chosen
people‘, and racial or religious supremacy. „Realpolitik“ is a politics
which is driven by extremely narrowed ideological perspectives only, the perspectives of ignorance, subordinating power, dominance
and profit.
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To overcome traditional politics (Realpolitik) and its lethal outcome
Creative Realism of people is needed who realise in global fortune
also their own purpose in life. By serving common needs, by their
service to the common well being and by accepting the challenges of
everyday cooperation they guarantee a Safe World which is the Testimony of their Integrity. Lobbyists, their Public Relation Machineries and Lies cannot harm any longer. Politicians are disused, nobody
any more needs such onesided politics. The Churches in many cases
put themselves offside by their ivory-tower and often openly hostile
attitude and practice, by chatting-up to the mighty and by moral corruptness. People who ask questions, who have already begun to question their life and their belief systems deserve better help than the
help of systems that conform clerics, politicians, therapists etc. Nobody needs all those who teach the false message about subordination under the rule of the elites and their destructive and parasitic traditions. Such messages made war to be an economical issue, a service of private military industries, a normality which destroys democracy and peace. War has nothing in common with solution of conflicts or safeguarding peace - any contrary statements are intentional
deceptions and elements of the crime of public incitement of the people.
Safeguarding of survival however is the issue of governments of
people for people, of governments and administrations which are
characterised by responsible humanity.
Therefore we need people who are capable to lead their fellow human beings closer towards innate autonomy which is shared by all
life - not in detail of course but in general regarding identical needs
which enable a creative life embedded within the texture of Nature.
We here and now make security and peace come true as soon as we
human beings recognize ourselves to be the redeemers from historically created causalities and conditions which cause hell on Earth,
and as soon as we start to act and behave accordingly. We need an
uprising of probity and humanity against a socio-political normality
which degenerated into lunacy. Everybody is responsible even when
one's power has been democratically conferred beforehand. As we
live to see on a daily basis controlling function of separation of
powers demonstrably fails. Constitutional law advocates and scientists since long prove the intrigues of power in the leading world democracies. The state increasingly becomes totalitarian. The transparent citizen is the totalitarian system's favourite, a citizen predictably
to be managed like a machine, a robot. Anybody who is against the
system automatically becomes a suspect, a terrorist according to homeland security mania and patriot legislature. Constitutions are
being re-interpreted, even rewritten according to the needs of the totalitarian system against the very autonomy of the original sovereign:
the citizen.
Exactly that is why according to the rule of solidarity and humanity
moral courage is a supreme civic duty. A forthcoming European
Constitution must be shaped by genuine democratic and peaceful
ideas - never by the illusion of never ending growth on the part of the
industrial-military complex. That is why many people say NO to the
current draft constitution. A majority says NO to any war. We worldcitizens are responsible! Our first ethical obligation is peace.
As humanity wishes to survive every individual regardless of which
colour or origin must free from delusion in order to serve reality. All
of us, each individual should do one's utmost to cope with the everyday challenges. By means of such a perspective we get away from
reproach and liberate from issues and goals of the resigning paradigm of hypocrisy. Thus we can start to act for the purpose of genuine solutions. The natural miracle hereby is the emergence of a togetherness which equally supports all:
The Commonwealth of Earth.
Jointly we make it!
Global Communion does not necessarily happen only at Lord's Tables within Churches. Global Communion needs to be realised in
everyday reality everywhere and at any time.
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From Local to Global all of Humanity joins in "Round Tables for
Peace" to ensure Global Safety by safeguarding Satisfaction of Vital Spiritual as well as Material Needs of any Individual.

B - Paradise Shall Be
- Beyond Any Ideology And Religion
- In The Center Of Everyday Reality Of Life!
Some Sustainable Assumptions:
- Universe is based on Natural Law which sources from an Unfathomable Origin.
- Universal Existence is double-fold: Immaterial Vibration and Material Manifestation are being interlaced within a Matrix of Unity
and Integrity by Natural Regularity.
- Unity and Integrity consist of Inner as well as Outer Spheres of
Reality which are recognised by Inner and Outer Experience.
Genuine Guidance Signals can be received by Listening, by Insight, by Meditation, by Trance-Experience as well as by Sensible
Attentiveness, by Open and Unbiased Awareness, by Experience
of Everyday Life. Both Lines the inner as well as the outer are essentially important to obtain Authentic Judgment and to maintain
Integrity. Each Channel by itself may be planted, manipulated,
disturbed. That is why seamless alignment is inevitable.
- Genetic Material is the Basic Essence of the Drive of Life.
- DNA generates Spirit and Body within the Texture of Integrity.
- Diversity of Nature is Expression of Prodigious Patterns of Resonance within the Matrix of Life.
- Life is a Natural Effect of Superordinate and Fairly Balanced Regulating Forces.
- Interconnectedness of Life is being expressed by Evolution.
- Male and Female emerge likewise in order to facilitate Growing
Diversity.
- Emergence of Free Intention is Expression of Liberation from Genetic Determination and serves the Purpose to disclose ever More
Chances for Diversity.
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place. Beyond any Exclusiveness and without Losers Unhuman
Conditions are being transformed to Peace on Earth by Global
Justice and Humanely Joint Conviviality.
500 years ago Martin Luther initiated Reformation because of Aberrations of Society formed by Catholicism. Consequently Catholic Monolithic Institution and its Belief System were split up into a
Variety of Powerful Religious Fragments which altogether with
the Diversity of Global Belief Systems so far neither made Spiritual Orientation easier nor Political Orientation safer. Far from it!
Today's Common Task goes Beyond Reformation or Restoration
of any Belief Systems aiming beyond the Fatality of a World
which Historically has been developed by Humanity, aiming at a
Global Renaissance and Enlightenment which would lead towards the Formation of an Existence which respects Nativeness in
her All-Embracing Integrity and Unity, in her Authenticity and
Coherence.
Therefore the World needs the Transformation of Belief Systems
in General into Authentic Understanding and real Togetherness
which are Direct Results of Unbiased and Unconditional Experience of Life within the Natural Learning Process. This Learning
Process simply requires: Live! Do what you want! Experience the
Consequences of Your Thought and Action, of Your Behaviour!
Look for such Consequences which comfort, satisfy and pacify!
Love!
- Humanity's Genuine Religion is its Self-Awareness to be One Common Destiny, in Creative Diversity of Colours, Religions, Cultures
and Traditions still jointly confronted with the Challenges of Life,
carefully embedded in Nature's Law and responsible to its Unfathomable Source and Providence.
- In the Mirror of Universal Communion of Life the Unfathomable
which many name God, Allah, Yahweh, Lord, Supreme Being, Jehovah, Spirit of God, Supreme Spirit, etc. reflects Rationality and Wisdom of a Global Ethos whose Spirit and Signification for All aspires
to Realisation of Freedom, Safety and Vitality.
- Genuine Responsibility Consequently expresses Itself less by Discussions on Moral Values than by Creative Behaviour thus to maintain the Generative Qualities of the Community of Life and to preserve Chances in Present and Future.

- To maintain Integrity of Unity in Diversity Fate emerges as a Consequence of Freedom to make Choices.

All Members of the Human Family are invited to join in Cooperatively and Responsibly.

- Emergence of Consciousness and Awareness relies on Authentic
Learning Processes which enable to differentiate Fatally Disadvantageous from Wholesome Consequences to Thought and Action. Punishment, Proscription, Accusation or Execration originate from
entirely Deficient Human Visions and their effects are more distracting than salutary.

Individually as well as concerning Social Organisation it is the
mere Self-Interest to Survive which tells us to accept that Invitation towards a Peaceful Existence as soon as possible.

Learning by Experience of Inner and Outer Dimensions of Reality
teaches Unity, Autonomy and Responsibility according to the Basic Rule of Life: Live! Do what you want! Experience the Consequences of Your Thought and Action, of Your Behaviour! Look
for such Consequences which comfort, satisfy and pacify! Love!

Respective Consequences by now are Obvious and Transparent to
any Curious Consciousness.

- Responsibility finally is Coherence of Human Relations within the
Interdependence of Existence.
Missing Coherence within Social Complexity often is the Source
of the Painful Occurrences of Terror or Calamities which teach
the Lesson to become aware of Deficiencies. Often they hit the Innocent. Why? In the Face of Destiny Individuals obviously do not
count much. What counts is the Global Outcome, Performance of
Humanity in General. This again is to teach Sympathy, Empathy
and Solidarity. Feelings for Vengeance only misguide into deeper
Fatality.
In Fact Forgiveness is Essential but to forgive is only the First
Prerequisite of Attunement to the Matrix of Unity and Integrity.
Redemption and Salvation also ask for At-One-Ment. By Atonement and Reparation of Integrity a fundamental Transition takes
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The Choice is free to enter the Garden of Eden or to remain Outside.

Make up Your Mind. It is All up to You too. One way to help would
be to spread the key ideas of human liberation from the system's
shackles towards the autonomy of each individual. All individuals
are interconnected by One and the same Nature. We neither need
leaders nor Think-Tanks to lead us. All the answers are within our
selves. By means of the Spirit of Communication, intra-personally as
well as inter-personally we can experience far reaching dialogue. By
consent finding in deep respect for one another and our respective
needs as well as for the needs of Nature we jointly can organise our
global community in ways which will maintain the local prerequisites for a prosperous Life on Earth.
Religions and moral NGOs of the world, unite! You have nothing
to lose but your impotence. And you have a world to save.
David Ray Griffin
"The American Empire and the Commonwealth of God, A Political, Economic, Religious Statement" by David Ray Griffin, John B. Cobb Jr., Richard A.
Falk, Catherine Keller, published in 2006 by Westminster John Knox Press
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G O T T

T A O

GOD

unergründliche QUELLE

JAHWEH

unfathomable SOURCE

unfehlbarer MÖGLICHKEITEN

BRAHMAN

of inerrant POTENTIALITIES

AUTHENTIZITÄT - LICHT - WAHRHEIT

ALLAH

AUTHENTICITY - LIGHT - TRUTH

MATER i.e. (id est)

PACHAMAMA

MATER i.e. (id est)

et al

UR - Sense

UR - Sinn
- spiritus -

UR - Being

UR - Sein
- esse -

UR - Space

UR - Raum
- universum -

UR - Time

UR - Zeit
- tempus - chronos -

UR - Order

UR - Ordnung
- kosmos -

UR - Ground

UR - Grund
- logos -

UR - Information

UR - Kunde
- alpha & omega -

UR - Detail

UR - Teil
- atom • individuum -

UR - Cause

UR - Sache
- causa -

UR - Matter

UR - Stoff
- matrix UR-Sprung und UR-Anfang
des Weges durch
UR-Zeit und UR-Raum

w
i
r

Weg und Mater i.e.
Geist in Mater i.e.
fruchtbare Materie
ur-bare Mater i.e.
Sinn-volle, Geist-volle Mater i.e.

l
e
r
n
e
n,

UR-Quell,
Energie des Lebens

e
c
h
t

Kraft allen Lebens im Wasser,
zu Lande und in der Luft

z
u

UR-Heber natürlichen Geschehens

l
e
b
e
n

Autor der UR-Geschichte
UR-Sache der UR-Zelle im UR-Ozean
auch des UR-Walds der Pflanzen,
des Lebens-Raums der UR-Tiere
zu Lande und in der Luft
UR-Ozean, UR-Zelle, UR-Wald
und UR-Tiere sind UR-AHNEN
des Menschen,
seine Herkunft, seine Zukunft
EINE FAMILIE
DAS GEMEINWESEN ERDE
WIR
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So-UR-ce and UR-Beginning
of the Path through
UR-Time and UR-Space

w
e
l
e
a
r
n

Path and Mater i.e.

t
o

ur-rank Mater i.e.

Spirit in Mater i.e.
fertile Mater. i.e.

sensible, brilliant Mater i.e

l
i
v
e

UR-Well
Energy of Life
Power of all Life in Water,
on Land and in the Air

a
n
d

UR-Creator of genuine Events
Author of the UR-History

t
o

UR-Cause of the UR-Cell in the UROcean also of the UR-Forrest of the
Plants, of the Living-Space of the
UR-Animals on Land and in the Air

l
o
v
e

UR-Ocean, UR-Cell, UR-Forrest and
UR-Animals are UR-Ancestors of any
Human Being,
their Beginning, their Future

g
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y

ONE FAMILY
THE COMMONWEALTH OF EARTH
WE
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